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Logosease detects 
buzzers of dive computer 

and gives you warning 
with voices.

Corresponding dive computer （Company names are in alphabetical order）

●Calm/ AQUALUNG Japan(The models whose S/N  starts any number but 4 )
●DIVE DEMO SOLIS TITANIUM/Bism (The models whose S/N  starts any number 
but 14)
●Z1/SCUBAPRO
●DC-Solar/ TUSA (The models whose S/N  starts any number but 4)

If you use applicable model with not applicable S/N,  updating software to 2015 
version enables this fuction.  Please contact your dealer for more information.

Logosease detect warning buzzer of dive computer with its microphone, then release prerecorded voice or buzzer through bone conduction speaker.  ● If buzzer of dive computer does not reach to the Logosease, this function does 

not work.  ●Depending on the environment, Logosease may not able to detect buzzers of dive computer.  ●Even if the buzzer of a dive computer worn by other diver is detected, the voice alarm and buzzer will sound from your 

Logosease.  ●This function can be  set ON/OFF with Logosease customizing tool.  ● It may detect the alarm sound of other underwater electronic devices.  

Advanced model

LGS-RG004

Calm DIVE DEMO SOLIS TITANIUM DC-Solar Z1

Basic model

LGS-RG005BA

Software of Logosease to adapt 
interface to dive computer is 
available with free of charge.

This function will be available by installing 
this software to Logosease. Download the 
software by registration in My Page of 
Logosease Special site. 

Dive computer
interface function

Ascent speed is too fast
Voice "SLOW"

M value warning
Buzzer "piii"

※Only on TUSA DC-Solar

PO2  warning
Buzzer "pi"

3 min. to start 
decompression dive

Voice "DECOMPRESSION"

Out of measurement range 
warning

Buzzer "pi"

Decompression dive 
warning

Voice "DECOMPRESSION"

Battery power warning
Buzzer "Pi"

Start safety stop
Voice "STOP"

Set alarm or timers
Buzzer "Pi"

Too shallow than required depth 
for Decompression

Voice "STOP"

Set time signal
Buzzer "Pi"

As prevention for when the warning buzzer
is hard to hear.

Your Logosease can detect warning buzzer 
of your buddy's dive computer.

Logosease detects buzzers of dive computer
and gives you warning with voices.
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